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Abstract 
Given a free partially commutative monoid, we interpret equivalence classes of words (also 
called 'traces') in terms of Viennot's heaps of pieces. We study the notion of conjugacy applied 
to this context. Each heap has a unique representative in the set of'standard words' which are 
lexicographically ordered. Then, by definition, Lyndon heaps are the minimal elements of the 
conjugacy classes of heaps. Most combinatorial properties of Lyndon words have a counterpart 
in the theory of Lyndon heaps. For instance, a 'standard factorization' exists, the set of Lyndon 
heaps provides a complete factorization of the monoid, etc. 
O. Introduction 
In his work on the Burnside problem, Lyndon [14,4] introduced Lyndon words 
under the name 'standard lexicographical sequences'. These words have many proper- 
ties that make them useful for combinatorics and algebra. 
Considering that a word is a linear order defined on a multi-set of letters, what 
would happen if we replaced this linear order by a partial one, allowing some pairs of 
letters to commute? We would then be working in the so-called 'free partially 
commutative monoid'. Is there a concept of'partially commutative Lyndon words' as 
useful and convenient as in the non-commutative case? This question can be answered 
in the affirmative. In fact, many properties of Lyndon words can be 'lifted' to the 
partially commutative context with only minor modifications. 
This paper is divided into two parts. Section 1 studies preliminary concepts: words 
and free partially commutative monoids (1.1), their interpretation i terms of heaps 
(1.2), conjugacy in a heap monoid (1.3) and, finally, the lexicographical order defined 
on the set of standard words associated with heaps. Section 2 deals with Lyndon 
heaps: definition and basic combinatorial properties (2.1), the product (called super- 
position or concatenation) of two Lyndon heaps (2.2), and the standard factorization 
of heaps (2.3). 
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Throughout this paper, given an integer k/> 0, the notation [k] stands for the set 
{1,2 ..... k}. 
1. Heaps 
1.1. Free partially commutative monoids 
Given an alphabet A, a word over A is a sequence w = ala2 ... ai (i ~> 0) of letters 
aj e A. When i = 0, we speak of the empty word, denoted by w = 1. The denotations 
A* and A ÷ stand, respectively, for the free monoid and the free semigroup of words 
over A. Their product is called concatenation and is defined for two words (over A) 
u = a la2. . .a i  and v = blb2. . .b j  by the word uv = a la2 . . .a ib lb2 . . .b j .  
We equip A with a commutation relation ~9 (an antireflexive, symmetric relation). 
Two distinct letters a, b ~ A are said to commute iff (a, b) e & which is usually denoted 
by ab =~ ba (or simply ab = ba). This generates an equivalence r lation over A*: two 
words u and v are congruent (u = v) if there exists words w~ = u, w2 ..... w, = v such 
that, for each i, there are words x, y e A* and commuting letters a, b e A (with ab = ba) 
for which wi = xaby and Wi+l = xbay. 
Clearly, concatenation f words is compatible with congruence. Thus, the quotient 
A* /= is a monoid, also denoted by L(A, ~9), called the free partially commutative 
monoid over (A, 3). Cartier and Foata [3] developed the theory of these monoids and 
applied it successfully to combinatorial linear algebra. Partially commutative 
monoids are also useful in the study of parallelism in computer science where con- 
gruence classes of words are known as 'traces' [15, 1]. 
1.2. Heaps of  pieces 
We use the notion of heaps of pieces, introduced by Viennot [20]. Although this 
setting is not essential, it gives a strong geometrical view of equivalence classes of 
words under partial commutations. Other settings like dependency graphs or, dir- 
ectly, trace theory are also possible, the translation between these being immediate. 
A shortened version (using trace theory) of some of the main results of this paper can 
also be found in [10]. 
The basic idea of heap theory is to represent each letter of the alphabet by 
a 'geometrical' position in such a way as two different positions overlap iff the 
corresponding (distinct) letters do not commute. Given a word, replace each occur- 
rence of any letter (in the order they appear) by a 'material' piece placed over the 
position corresponding to the letter. Under the action of 'gravity', the pieces will settle 
at some minimals levels. The resulting structure is a heap. It is intuitively clear that 
two congruent words correspond to the same heap. 
Let us be more precise. We construct a heap in three steps. First, we take a set P of 
positions with a dependence relation ~ (a reflexive, symmetric relation on the set P; in 
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fact, ff is the complement of the commutation relation 3 of the related free partially 
commutative monoid). In the terminology of Aalbersberg and Rozenberg [1], (P, ~9, ~) 
forms a reliance alphabet. 
Define a pre-heap (over (P, ~)) as a finite subset E of P x {0, 1, 2 .... } such that: 
(HI) if (p, i),(q,j) E E with p(q, then i ~j .  
Each element of E is called a piece. If (p, i) e E, we write rr(p, i) = p (the position of the 
piece (p, i)) and h(p, i) = i (the level of the piece). Depending upon the context, symbols 
such as p, q .... will represent pieces or positions. Define n(E) as the set {rr(p) lp e E} 
(trace-theorists write alph(E)) and ~(E) as the set {p ~ P I3q ~ E, p~rt(q)} of positions 
dependent on E. Note that a pre-heap E defines a partial order ~< r by taking the 
transitive closure of the relation: 
(p, i) < e(q,J) if p(q and i < j. 
We say that two pre-heaps E and F are isomorphic if there is a position-preserving 
order isomorphism q~ between (E, ~< e) and (F, ~< r). 
A heap E (over (P, ~)) is a pre-heap (over (P, ()) such that: 
(H2) if (p, i) e E with i > 0 then there exists (q,i - 1) e E such that p(q. 
It can be shown that every isomorphic lass of pre-heaps contains exactly one heap 
(take the unique pre-heap E in the class for which y. p ~ e h (p) is minimal). Hence we can 
identify a heap with the isomorphic lass to which it belongs. 
We denote by ~(P ,  () the monoid of heaps over (P, () with a product (called 
superposition of heaps) which corresponds to concatenation of traces: To get the 
superposition E oF of F over E, let the heap F'fall' over the heap E. More precisely, let 
n>h(p)  for each piece peE.  Write n+F={(p , i+n) l (p , i )eF} .  Notice that 
E w (n + F) is a pre-heap. Define Eo F as the unique heap in this class. It is a simple 
matter to show that this product is associative, left and right simplifiable, with neutral 
element 1(the empty heap). Thus ~(P ,  () is indeed a monoid (isomorphic with the free 
partially commutative monoid L(P, ~)). 
To a word P lP2 . . .P~P*  corresponds (via the canonical homomorphism 
tp: P* ~ o~(P, 0) the heap E = (P(PlP2 ... P~) = Pl ° P2 °... ° P~. The set (p- l(E) is the 
set of all linear orders compatible with ~< r; (P- ~ (E) is the trace that E represents. 
We now proceed to give some supplementary definitions. Consider a heap E. Let 
rain(E) be the heap composed of the minimal pieces of E (with respect o ~ r), with 
a similar definition for max(E). (These correspond, in trace-theory terms to the 'initial' 
and the 'terminal alphabet' of E.) We write I EI for the number of pieces in E and I Elp 
for the number of pieces of Ethat are in position p. A heap D such that [min(D)l = 1 is 
a pyramid. (We should use more properly 'inverted pyramid', considering Viennot's 
definition [20, Definition 5.9] according to which a pyramid is a heap with a unique 
maximal piece. But having no use for this kind of pyramid, we will drop the word 
'inverted'.) If rc(min(D)) = {p}, we say that the basis of D is p. 
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If E, U, V are heaps such that E = U o V, we say that U (respectively, V) is a left 
(rioht)factor of E. Moreover, the heap U (V) is a proper left (right) factor of E if U and 
Vare simultaneously non-empty. Two heaps E and F are connected (to one another) if 
there exists p ~ E and q e F such that zt(p)(rc(q). A heap E is a connected heap if for all 
decompositions E = Uo V with U, V ¢ 1, U is connected to V. 
If S is  a set of pieces from a heap Eand V = {v E Esuch that 3s ~ Swi th  s ~< Ev}, we 
call V the riohtfaetor of E determined by S. (Very often, IS[ = 1, and we will use the 
more descriptive expression 'pyramid (of E) determined by S'.) Clearly, V is the 
minimal right factor of E that contains S, or, in other words, the dual order ideal 
generated by S. 
Examples. As an illustration of the concepts introduced so far, consider the following 
situation. Take P = {a, b, c} with dependence relation given by a(b(c. In Fig. 1, we 
associate an interval to each letter in a way to reflect (P, 0, namely: a = ]0, 2[, 
b = ] 1, 3[, c = ]2, 4[. Consider (Fig. l(a)) the heaps E = {(c, 0)}, F = {(a, 0), (a, l) } and 
G= {(b,0)} (they are in fact pyramids). We have (in this case) E oF= E w F 
and EoFoG=(E~F)~{(b ,2)}  (Fig. l(b)). We can write the later as 
E o F o G = (c) o (a o a) o (b) = a o c o a o b = a o a o c o b. Hence (p- 1 (E o F o G) = 
{aacb, acab, caab}. Clearly, min(Eo Fo G) = a o c = c o a and max(E o Fo G) = b. The 
heap E is connected to F o G but not to F. Hence, E o F is a non-connected heap, while 
E o F o G is a connected one. The pyramid determined by the piece (c, 0) in E o Fo G is 
Eo G = co b = {(c, 0), (b, 1)} (Fig. 1 (c)). 
1.3. Heaps under conjugaey 
Given two words u and v on the same alphabet, we say that the word vu is 
a transpose of(or conjugate to) uv (we write uv ,,, vu). Transposition of words defines an 
equivalence relation. Thus, if u, v, w are words such that u ,-~ v ~ w, then u ~ w; the 
result of two consecutive transpositions on a particular word is a transpose of the 
word. 
It seems quite legitimate to generalize this idea of 'circular list' (and the notions 
associated with it) to heaps monoids. Unfortunately, in this more general situation, 
transposition is not an equivalence relation (transitivity breaks: see example below). 
a) G 
0 1 2 3 4 
a b c 
b) c) E*G 
E oF°G 
I v 
a b c a b c 
E 
Fig. 1. 
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Moreover, for words, there is essentially one way to be self-transposed (given by the 
solutions u = x", v = x" (for some word x and some integers m, n) to the equation 
uv = vu). Obviously, we can translate this solution in terms of heaps; but with heaps, 
there is another possibility: U can be non-connected to V. 
Example. Take P = {a,b,c} with a(b(c. Then the conjugacy class of the heap a ,~' b c, c 
is given in Fig. 2. (Each line represents a transposition.) Starting clockwise from the 
left we have: aoboc ,  c oa~b=a~cob,  c~boa,  boaoc=bocoa .  Observe that we 
cannot obtain c o b o a from a ,~' b o c by a single transposition. 
Duboc I-5] has studied the general solution of the traces equation U o V = V o U 
and more generally, the solution of any traces equation involving two unknowns [6]. 
Many definitions and results from her work apply as well to heaps and are found in 
the present section with a few minor modifications. However, we will give a different 
treatment, closely related to the ideas of transposition and of conjugacy of heaps. 
Let E be a heap. If there is a heap F ( g: 1) and an integer k >~ 2 such that E = F k, 
then Eis periodic (with root F i fk  is maximal). I rE  = Uo V = V,, Uimplies UorV  = 1, 
then E is said to be primitive. (Here is a first modification. For Duboc, 'primitive' is 
'non-periodic'. However, foreseeing the properties of Lyndon heaps, we favour the 
definition given here.) Trivial but important remark: A primitive heap is necessarily 
connected and non-periodic. 
If E = U,  V, we say that Vo U is a transpose of E. Moreover, if U and V are both 
non-empty, V o U is a proper transpose of E. Observe that each piece of V c, U 
corresponds in an obvious way to a piece of Uo V. The transitive closure of transposi- 
tion is an equivalence relation, conjugacy, denoted by ~.  More explicitly, E ~ F iff 
there is a sequence of transpositions (Ui, Vi)i<kj such that E = U0 ° Vo, F = V k,~ Uk 
and Vi o Ui = Ui+ 1 ° V~+ 1. (This definition is not, as such, the one used by Duboc 
('E ~ F iff there exists X such that Xo E = Fo X'). However, these two definitions are 
equivalent, as she herself proved; see [6].) Conjugacy is also the transitive closure of 
transpositions U o V ~ V,~ U with I VI = 1 (called simple transpositions). The reader 
can readily prove the following lemma, by first showing it to be true when F is a simple 
transpose of E. 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let E ~ F, then 
(1) E ~ ~ FR; 
(2) if E is periodic, then F is periodic (with conjugate roots); 
1 I 
a b c 
a b c a b c 
~..... I I I I I _ __~ 
a b c 
Fig. 2. 
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(3) if E is primitive, then F is primitive; 
(4) if E is connected, then F is connected. 
In order to study more closely the effect of transposition or conjugacy on a heap, we 
define two functions, Apand A~ °. Take a non-empty heap Eand a piece p e E. Let Vbe 
the pyramid determined by p in E and let E = U o V. Define Ap(E) = V o U. Notice 
that the piece of Ap(E) corresponding to p has level 0. Calling this piece p again, the 
processes can be iterated to define A2(E), Aap(E) . . . . .  Clearly, we have Ai~(E) ~ E and 
7r(p) e min(A/p(E)). Again, the pieces of E correspond in an obvious way to those of 
Ap(E), A2(E) ... .  
Example. From Fig. 2, let E = a o b o c. Then Aa(E)= E, Ab(E)= b ocoa = A2(E); 
At(E) = a o cob, AZc(E)= c oboa = A3(E). This illustrates a general phenomena 
recorded in the next lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let p e E, then the sequence (A~(E))i >. o is eventually stable to a heap 
A;(E) .  Moreover, if E is a connected heap, then A ; (E )  is a pyramid of basis lr(p). 
Proof. Starting with A°(E) = E, define inductively Vi to be the pyramid determined 
by p in A~(E) and write A~(E) = Ui o Ui. Then A~,+ I(E) = V~o U~ = U~+ I o V~+ I. Ob- 
serve that Vi is a left factor of Vi + ~ (which is the right factor of Vi ° U~ determined by 
Vi). Hence, I Vi+ll/> IEI. As IEI is finite, there must be a minimal integer i such that 
Vi+l = V~. At this point, U~+I = U~ is not connected to V~ and we obtain stability 
of the sequence. Hence, A~(E) = A~ (E). If E is connected, then A~ (E) = Ui ° Vi is 
connected. This is possible only if U~ = 1. Hence, A~(E)= V~, which is a pyramid 
of basis re(p). [] 
Having defined A~ and A~, we wish to show that A~ (E) characterizes the conjugacy 
class of a connected heap E. This will indeed be the case, up to a transposition 
(Proposition 1.3.4). We begin by studying the effect of a simple transposition. 
Proposition 1.3.3. Let E be a connected heap, q e ( (E )  and p eEoq ,  then 
A~ (E o q) = A~ (qo E). 
Proof. If p = q, we have A; (Eo  q) = Ap(Ap(Eo q)) = A ; (q  o E). Suppose p 6 E. Let 
Alp(E) = Ui ° V~ as before. Define the index j of q in E as the least integer such that 
q e ~(Vj) (the previous lemma shows that the index exists, Eo q being connected). Put 
U = Up and V = Vo. We have the following. 
I f j  = 0 then Ap(Eo q) = Ap(Uo Vo q) = Vo q o U, while Ap(q o E) = Ap(q o Up V) = 
Vo qo U. Hence, A~(Eo q) = A~(qo E). 
If j > 0 then Ap(Eo q) = A,(Uo Vo q) = Ap(Uo Vo q) = Vo Up q = Ap(E) o q, while 
Ap(qoE)=Ap(qoUoV)= V oqoU=qoVoU=qoAp(E) .  But the index of q in 
Ap(E) is j -- 1, so we have by induction: 
A~(Eo q) = Ap(A~(E)o q) : A~(qo Ap(E)) = A~(q o E). [] 
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Clearly, this property still holds when E is not connected, provided that p is chosen 
in the same connected component as q in E o q. 
Proposition 1.3.4. Let E ~ F both be connected heaps and let p e E, q ~ F such that 
7t(q)=Tz(p), then there exists a transposition such that A; (E )= U o V and 
ag(F) = V o U. 
Proof. Let Dp= A~(E) and Dq = A~(F). Then Dp~ E~ F--, Dq. Hence, there is 
a sequence of simple transpositions from Dp to Dq. Moreover, we know that there is 
a piece q' ~ Dp that corresponds to q via this sequence. Apply Proposition 1.3.3 to each 
step of this sequence to get: A~9 (Dp) = A~ (Dq) = Dq. Now, let V be the pyramid of Dp 
determined by q'; write Dp = U o V. Then U (if non-empty) and V are pyramids 
of basis ~(p). Thus, the same is true for VoU= Aq,(Dp) and we have 
Oq = A~(Op) = Aq,(Dp) = Vo U. [] 
A pyramid D of basis p is elementary if the minimal piece of D is the only one in 
position p. We write gp(P, 0 (or simply gp) for the set of elementary pyramids of basis 
p. We define g* and g+ to be the monoid and the semi-group (respectively) generated 
by gp. 
If D is any pyramid of basis p, let k = [DLp and let Pk be the uppermost piece of D in 
position p. The pyramid Dk determined by Pk in D is elementary. Thus, we can write 
D = Co Dk. This is in fact the only way to write it under the condition Dk e gp. 
Repeating the process on C gives a unique factorization of D into a non-empty 
superposition of elementary pyramids. This proves the next proposition. 
Proposition 1.3.5. 8*(P, 0 and 8 ;  (P, () are freely generated by gp. 
(This well-known fact allows one to consider pyramids as non-empty words over 
the alphabet of elementary pyramids having the same basis.) Therefore, equations in 
pyramids of a given basis are equations in words. The next two propositions illustrate 
this principle. 
Proposition 1.3.6. Let D be a pyramid of basis p, then there exists a unique non-periodic 
pyramid Do with basis p and a unique integer k >t 1 such that D = Dko. 
Proof. The existence of Do and k is clear. Its minimal piece must be on position p. To 
show uniqueness, ee everything as words in the alphabet of elementary pyramids of 
basis p. [] 
Proposition 1.3.7. I f  D is a pyramid, then D is primitive iff D is non-periodic. 
Proof. If D is primitive, we already know it is non-periodic. Suppose D is non- 
primitive. Let D -- Uo V = Vo U with U, V ~ 1; then U and V are pyramids having 
the same basis p. Hence, the equation Uo V = Vo Uis an equality in ¢+. Its solutions 
are U=X mand V=X"wi thm,  nt> I andXeg; .Hence ,  D= UoV=X m + "with 
m+n>~2.  [] 
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Proposition 1.3.8. Let E be a heap. E is connected and non-periodic iff E is primitive. 
Proof. The affirmation clearly holds if E = 1. Suppose E 4: 1. Take p e E. If E is 
connected and non-periodic, the pyramid A~(E) is non-periodic, hence primitive. 
Thus E is primitive. The converse is already known. [] 
1.4. Lexicographic order on the heap monoid 
Let ~< be a total order on the set of position P. Then P* is totally ordered by the 
lexicographical order induced by ~< ; for two words u, v E P*, we have, by definition, 
u ~< v iff one of the following conditions occurs: 
(1) u is a left factor of v; 
(2) u = wpw', v = wqw" for words w, w', w" E P* and 'letters' p, q • P such that 
p<q.  
Given a heap E, we define: 
St(E) = max(q~- I(E)). 
We call St(E) the standard word associated to E. A word w e P* is standard if there is 
a heap Ee  ~(P , ( )  such that w = St(E). 
The function St( ) is a variant of the 'lexicographical normal form' characterized by 
Anisimov and Knuth I-2]. Ochmanski 1-16] used this normal form to study the 
recognizability of sets of traces (see also [17, 18]). A function similar to St( ) appears 
in Viennot [-21] who uses it to prove combinatorially a theorem of Andrews related to 
the inverse of the Roger Ramanujan formulas. 
The function St( ) allows one to transport the lexicographical order ~< on P* to 
Yt~(P, ~) by defining: 
E ~< F iff St(E) ~< St(F). 
Hence, ~vg(p, ~) is totally ordered by ~<. The reader can prove readily the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1.4.1. I f  E, F~ J~f~(P,~), weP*  and peP ,  then: 
(1) ~o(St(E))= E, 
(2) St(rp(w))/> w, 
(3) ISt(E)lp = IEIn, 
(4) St( l )= 1, 
(5) St(p) = p, 
(6) St(Eo F)/> St(E)St(F) ~> St(E), 
(7) EoF>~ E. 
Part (7) of this lemma shows that ~< is compatible with the partial order of left 
factors. Warning! The order ~< is not 'admissible' (i.e., E ~< E' does not imply 
EoF<~ E'oF). 
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The definition of Lyndon heaps will be based on the interplay between the partial 
order <~ E supported by the heap Eand the order ~< on the set of positions. To avoid 
confusion when we consider order within a heap E, we use min (max) referring to the 
order ~< ~; whereas we use inf (sup) to denote minimum (maximum) with respect o 
the total order ~<. Hence, assuming E :~ 1, inf(E) (more properly, inf(nE)) is the least 
position occupied by a piece of E, whereas min(E) is the totally commutative l ft 
factor of E that has a maximal number of pieces. 
One may ask for conditions for equality in Lemma 1.4.1.(6). Although they do not 
give a complete answer to that question, the following known Propositions 1.4.2 1.4.4 
will be sufficient in most situations. 
Lemma 1,4.2. (1) Any factor of a standard word is a standard word. 
(2) I re  ~ 1, the first letter of St(E) is sup(min(E)). 
(3) l f  p is the first letter of St(E) then St(E) = p St(F) Jbr some heap F such that 
E=poF .  
Proof. (1) Let w = xyz be a standard word in P* with x,y,z  ~ P*. Let y' = St(~p(y)). 
Then y ~< y' and xyz <~ xy'z. But w = xyz is standard, so xy'z <~ xyz and y' ~< y. (2 and 
3) If lEI = 1, the claim is trivial. Otherwise, let St(E) = p~ ... Pk (with pl E P). Being the 
first letter of St(E), we have p~ e n(min(E)). Maximality with respect o the lexi- 
cographical order then imposes p~ = sup(min(E)). Thus P2 ... . . .  Pk = F and, because 
P2...Pk is standard, P2""Pk = St(F). [] 
Proposition 1.4.3. Let E, FE ~(P , ( )  with E,F ~: I. I f  sup(min(F))~< inf(E) then 
St(Eo F) = St(E)St(F). 
Proof. Write St(E)= Pl ...Pk (with piEP)  and Ei = p~ . . . . .  Pk (1 ~<i~< k + 1). By 
Lemma 1.4.2, St(Ei)= Pl...Pk and Pi = sup(min(Ei)). Let q = sup(min(Eic, F)), 
then q ~> pi. If qEn(min(E/)), then q ~< p~; if not, qen(min(F))  and 
q ~< sup(rain(F)) ~< inf(E) ~< p~. Whichever the case, q = p/ and, by Lemma 1.4.2, 
St(Ei o F) = piSt(E~+~ oF). Simple induction now proves the result. [] 
Proposition 1.4.4. Given heaps E,F,G such that St (EoF)=St(E)St (F)  and 
n(min(G)) ~_ ~(F), we have St(E'~ Fo G) = St(E)St(Fo G). 
Proof. If E= 1, the affirmation is clear. Suppose E= p for some position 
peP .  Then sup(min(EoF))=p.  But, because n(min(G))_ ((F), we have 
min(Eo Fo G) = min(E o F); so sup(min(E oFo G)) = p. By Lemma 1.4.2, 
St(Eo Fo G)= St(E)St(Fo G). Proceed by induction to prove the general case. [] 
Definition 1.4.5. A non-empty heap E is said to be admissible iff n(p) >~ inf(min(E)) for 
all p E E. Observe that a pyramid D is admissible iffn(min(D)) = inf(D) (which is then 
the first letter of St(D)). 
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Corollary 1.4.6. I f  C and D are admissible pyramids with the same basis, then 
St(Co D) = St(C)St(D). 
Proposition 1.4.7. Let E ~ 1 and p = min(r~- l(inf(E))) (p is the lowest piece of  E that 
occupies the least position of E); then E >~ Ap(E). 
Proof. Let V be the pyramid of E determined by p, write E= Uo V; then 
Ap(E) = V o U. Repeat once: let V o U2 be the pyramid of Ap(E) determined by p and 
let Ap(E) = Vo U = Vo U1 ° Uz = U1 o(Vo U2). Write E = U1 o U2 ° V. If U2 = 1, then 
the proposition is trivial. Suppose that U2 # 1. Observe that V o U2 is an admissible 
pyramid and that sup(min( Vo/-72)) = re(p) < inf(U~ ). Hence, St(Ap(E)) 
= St(Ua)St(Vo/-72). But sup(min(Vo/-72)) = r~(p) < inf(U) ~< sup(min(U2 oV)): the 
first letter of St(Vo U2) is less than the first letter of St(U2 o V). So, St(Ap(E)) = St(U1) 
St(Vo U2) < St(U1)St(U2 o tl) <~ St(U~ o U2 o IO = St(E). [] 
2. Lyndon heaps 
2.1. Definition and basic properties 
Lothaire [13, Ch. 5] defines a Lyndon word as 'a primitive word that is minimal in 
its conjugacy class'. Equivalently this requires that a Lyndon word be strictly less than 
any of its proper transposes. For heaps, recall that transposition is not conjugacy. 
Hence, we are faced with two possibly different definitions of Lyndon heaps. Fortu- 
nately, they turn out to be equivalent, as we will show. 
Throughout Section 2, basic knowledge of Lyndon word theory is assumed. Many 
of the theorems that follow are direct translations of Lyndon results into heap theory. 
Often, part of the proof of these results for the corresponding words theorem. For 
proof of these, consult Lothaire [13]. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let L E ~af~(P, (). L is a Lyndon heap iff L is a non-empty primitive 
heap that is minimal in its conjugacy class. We write La(P, ~) or simply £,¢ for the set of 
Lyndon heaps over (P, (). 
Examples. 
(1) Any heap reduced to one piece is Lyndon. 
(2) A periodic or non-connected heap cannot be Lyndon (Proposition 1.3.8). 
(3) Let P = {a, b, c .... } with trivial dependence relation (everything commutes) 
then the only connected heaps are of the form pk for some p e P. The only primitive 
heaps are the letters. Hence, in this context, £~0 = p. 
(4) P = {a, b, c .... } with ( = P x P. Lyndon heaps are the usual Lyndon words. 
(5) Consider Fig. 2 with a < b < c; the heap q~(abc) = a o b o c is Lyndon while the 
heap q~(acb) = c o a o b is not (even if acb is a Lyndon word). 
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Proposition 2.1.2. f f  L e A a, then L is an admissible pyramid. 
Proof. Let L e L,e, p = min(n-l(inf(L))). As L is primitive, it is connected and A~(L) 
is an admissible pyramid of basis n(p) in the conjugacy class of L. Hence, A~ (L) ~> L. 
But, by Proposition 1.4.7, L >1 Ap(L) >>.... >1 A~(L). Thus, L = A~(L). [] 
Therefore, we can speak of the basis p ofa Lyndon heap. We write ~p(P, () (or Aap) 
for the set of Lyndon heaps with basis p. By Lemma 1.4.2, we know that 
sup(min(L)) = inf(L) is the first letter of St(L) for any Lyndon heap L. Thus, given 
two Lyndon heaps L and M, we have: 
(1) if L < M, then inf(L) ~< inf(M); 
(2) if inf(L) < inf(M), then L < M. 
The rest of this section is devoted to prove that all the usual characterizations of 
Lyndon words still hold for the Lyndon heaps. First, we show the equivalence of the 
two possible definitions of Lyndon heaps. 
Proposition 2.1.3. Let L ~ ~(P, ( ) ,  then: L ~ ~ /if (l) L ~ 1, (2) L is strictly less than 
any of its proper transposes. 
Proof. Clearly, the definition of Lyndon heaps implies affirmations (1) and (2) of the 
proposition. Conversely, those two affirmations imply that L is a primitive non-empty 
heap. All that remains to show is that L is the least in its conjugacy class. Let 
p = min(n-~(inf(L))). We know that L >1 Ap(L). But by hypothesis, L <~ Ap(L). 
Hence, L = Ap(L) = A~(L), and L is a primitive admissible pyramid of basis n(p). 
Let Lo be the least heap conjugate to L. As L is non-empty and primitive, the same 
is true of Lo. Hence, Lo is Lyndon and is an admissible pyramid of basis inf(L) = n(p). 
Let q = min(Lo) (so n(q)= n(p)). By Proposition 1.3.4, there exists a trans- 
position such that L = A~(L) = Uo V and Lo = A~(Lo) = VoU. Hence 
Lo <. L = Uo V <~ Vo U = Lo. E] 
Definition 2.1.4. An admissible pyramid (of basis p) that is elementary is called 
a super-letter (of basis p). The set of super-letters (of basis p) is denoted by alp(P, () 
or ~p. 
Note that if A is a super-letter ofbasis p then inf(A) = p = n(min(A)). A super-letter 
of basis p is necessarily a Lyndon heap. From Section 1.3, we see that 
~p(P,O = gp(Q,O where Q = {q e el  q >/p}. Thus dgte,~) = G+(Q,0 is the asso- 
ciated free semi-group. Note that de(P, 0 is, up to an obvious symmetry, the Z-code 
Cz(B) of Duchamp and Krob [7] (assuming Z = {p} and B = {q e P[ q > p}). Using 
more general subset for Z, they define 'colored Lyndon words'. These are closely 
related to our Lyndon heaps as we shall see. 
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Proposition 2.1.5. Any admissible pyramid of basis p factorizes uniquely as an 
element of st~.  
This reinterpretation f Proposition 1.3.5 allows for the identification of pyramids 
(of basis p) with words in the super-alphabet alp. This (generally infinite) alphabet is 
totally ordered by ~< which induces a lexicographical order (call it ~< *) on ~*.  We 
can thus define Lyndon (super-)words: these are primitive words in ~¢~" that are 
minimal (with respect to ~< *) in their conjugacy class (as words in d + ). The question 
arises whether this new order is the same (on d* )  as the original lexicographical 
order ~<. What is the relation between Lyndon heaps and Lyndon super-words? 
Proposition 2.1.6. Let C, D ~ d +, then C <~ *D iff C <~ D. 
Proof. The proof explores all cases of definition of the two iexicographical orders. 
Due to the number of cases, it is lengthy but quite straightforward (see [11]). 
Any sufficiently patient reader can reconstruct it, using standard words and 
Corollary 1.4.6. [] 
Proposition 2.1.7. Let L E d +, then L is a Lyndon word in s l  + iff L ~ ~.  
Proof. Let L = A~ . . . . .  ,4 k be the factorization of L in ~¢p+. If k = 1, then L is 
a super-letter and the result follows. Suppose k/> 2. If L e L~', then: 
L= A1 . . . . .  Ak < Ai+ 1 . . . . .  AkOA1 . . . . .  Ai (for 1 <~ i<k)  
and L is a Lyndon word in ~1+. 
Conversely, suppose that L is a Lyndon word in ~¢p+. Let L = U o V with U, V ~: 1. 
If rc(min(V)) ~ {p}, then sup(min(Vo U)) ~> sup(min(V)) > p and, by proposition 
1.4.2, L = U o V< V oU (compare the first letter of their standard word). If 
rc(min(V)) = {p}, then there is an integer i e [k - 1] such that V= Ai+l . . . . .  Ak and 
U = A1 . . . . .  Ai. Thus L = Uo V< Vo U. Whichever the case, L is less than any of its 
proper transposes. [] 
This shows, that (given the proper order and up to an obvious symmetry) the set of 
colored Lyndon words (Duchamp-Krob [7]) over the Z-code Cz(B) previously 
defined is ~p. In fact, the definition of colored Lyndon words asks for Lyndonness 
over the more general Z-codes Cz(B). 
Proposition 2.1.8. Let L ~ 9~(P, 0 with L ~ 1, then the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) L~,  
(2) L < V for any proper right factor V of L. 
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Proof. The proof of the implication (1) ~ (2) is a slight modification of the 
previous one. To prove the converse, write L - -Uo  V with U, V4: 1. Then 
L=Uc~V< V< VoU. [] 
After considering Lyndon words in alp, we now explore Lyndon words in P*. The 
following proposition allows us to use any standard algorithm (and in particular those 
given by Duval's in [9]) to find the Lyndon factorization of a heap. 
Proposition 2.1.9. Let L e oW(P, ~) and let w = St(L). Then L e 5~ if/" w is a Lyndon 
word. 
Proof. Suppose L e L, qp. If ILl = [w] = 1, then w is a Lyndon word. Examine the case 
ILl = [we >~ 2. Write w = uv with u, v :/: 1. As the words u, v are standard, there exists 
heaps U, Vsuch that St(U) = u, St(V) = v. Hence, L = Uo V. But L is a Lyndon heap; 
thus L < Vand w = St(L) < St(V) = v. 
Conversely, suppose now that w is a Lyndon word. If [wl--IL] = 1, then L is 
a Lyndon heap. Examine the case DLI = ]we ~> 2. First show that L is an admissible 
pyramid. Let q = min(n-l(inf(L))) and L = MoN where N is the pyramid of L 
determined by q. But w=St(L )=St (M)St (N)  (because either M= 1 or 
n(q) = inf(N) ~< inf(M)). As w is a Lyndon word, St(L) ~< St(N). Focusing on the first 
letter gives: sup(n(min(L)))~< n(q)= inf(L). This shows that L is an admissible 
pyramid. 
Now, let L = Uo V with U, V:~ 1. If sup(n(min(V))) > in f (U)= inf(L), then 
V>L (compare first letters). If sup(g(min(V)))~<inf(U), then w=St (L )= 
St(Uo V) = St(U)St(V). But w is a Lyndon word; thus w < St(V) and L < V. [] 
Consequently, the morphism ~p becomes a bijection between the set of standard 
Lyndon words in P* and ~(P ,  (). We use it to show that heaps factorize uniquely as 
superpositions of decreasing Lyndon heaps. The corresponding proposition in the 
context of words is well known. 
Proposition 2.1.10. Let E E oW(P, (), then E factorizes uniquely as 
E = Ll ° L2 . . . . .  Lk 
with k >~ 0, L ie  ~P(for 1 <<, i <~ k) and LI >~ ... >~ LR. Moreover, 
St(E) =- St(L~)... St(Lk). 
We call this factorization the Lyndon factorization of E. 
Proof. The word St(E)e P* factorizes as l~ 12 ... Ik where l~, 12 . . . . .  lk are (standard) 
Lyndon words in P* with 11 >>- 12 >1 "'" ~ lk. By proposition 2.1.9, Li = tp(li) is a 
Lyndon heap. Thus, we can write E= LI °L2  . . . . .  L k with k ~> 0, L~eL/'(for 
1 ~< i ~< k) and L1 >~ ... >~ Lk. Hence, Lyndon factorizations exist. 
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For any Lyndon factorization E = L~ o L2 . . . . .  Lk, we have 
inf(Li) = n(min(Li))/> rc(min(Li+ 1)) = sup(min(Li+ 1)). 
Thus, we have: 
St(E) = St(L~)... St(Lk). 
Unicity of the usual Lyndon factorization of words then forces unicity of the 
Lyndon factorization of heaps. [] 
2.2. Superposition o f  Lyndon heaps 
Given two Lyndon words I and m with I < m, we know that Im is a Lyndon word 
and that l < lm < m. Is there a similar situation with heaps? For instance, consider 
a<b<c,  with a(b(c. Then the heaps L=a and M=c are Lyndon, but 
L o M = a o c = c o a is not a Lyndon heap (it even fails to be a pyramid). 
The obvious possible remedy is to impose n(min(M)) ___ ((L), forcing L o M to be 
a pyramid. (In fact, this property characterizes pyramids: if L and L o M are pyramids 
then rc(min(M)) _ ((L).) As L < M, the pyramid is admissible. So, there are at least 
some chances that L o M will be a Lyndon heap. Unfortunately, a proper right factor 
V of L o M can have a non-empty part in L without containing all of M, contrarily to 
the case of words. Thus, the usual argument used to prove the proposition in words 
does not hold when transferred to heaps. It does not help either to take standard 
words in the hope of applying the argument to St(L)St(M). The reader can find many 
examples where St(L)St(M) is not a standard word (and not equal to St(LoM)). 
Worse still, St(L o M) need not even be a 'shuffle' of St(L) and St(M). This greatly 
complicates the situation, as we shall see. 
Proposition 2.2.1. Let L ~ .~q~p and let M ~ ~(P ,  ~) such that: 
(1) M ~ 1, 
(2) rc(min(M)) _ ¢(L), 
(3) inf(M) > p. 
Then L o M ~ ~q~p and L < L o M < M. 
Proof. First assume that L o M e .~ep. Then p = sup(min(L o M)) < sup(min(M)) and 
thus L o M < M. By Lemma 1.4.1 (7), L < L o M. All we have to show now is that 
LoMe ~p.  
Let L = A1 . . . . .  Ak be the factorization of L in terms of super-letters of basis p. 
When M'falls' upon L, the resulting heap L o M is an admissible pyramid (with basis p) 
which factorizes in terms of super-letters as 
L o M = (A 1 ° M I  ) . . . . .  (Ak ° MR). 
Here Mi . . . . .  Mk is the right factor of M determined by Ai . . . . .  Ak. Conditions (2) 
and (3) guarantee that At o Mi is a super-letter. We will now compare these new 
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super-letters. For this purpose, the following lemma will be useful. 
Lemma. I f  i < j and Ai ° Mi = Aj o Mj  then Ai >~ Aj. 
Proof. Observe that, by construction, Mi and Aj are not connected. In particular, the 
positions occupied by the pieces of Mi cannot appear in Aj. Hence, Mi is a right factor 
of Mj.  Writing Ai ° Mi = Aj o M j  = Aj o M} o Mi and simplifying gives Ai = Aj o M}. 
Thus the result: A~ >1 Aj. 
Now, Proposition 2.1.7 tells us that LoM is a Lyndon heap iff 
(A t ° Mr )  . . . . .  (Ak ° Mk) is a Lyndon super-word. Take an integer i such that 1 < i ~< k. 
We will show that (A loMt )  . . . . .  (AkOMk) < (AioMi)  . . . . .  (Ak°Mk),  and this will 
settle the question. Comparing these two different words, one super-letter ata time, we 
can find a maximal integer j (with 0 ~<j ~< k - i + l) such that 
AtoMt  = A ioMi ,  AEOM2 = A i+toMi+t  . . . . .  A j °M j= A i+ j - l °M i+ j_ l  . 
By the preceding lemma, we have At ~> A~, A 2/> A i + 1 ..... Aj >~ A i+ j - t .  Since L is 
Lyndon, we must have AI=Ai ,  A2=A~+t ..... Aj=Ai+j -1 ,  j<k- i+  1 and 
A j+ 1 <~ A~+j. Therefore, 
j<~k- i  and Aj+loMj+t#AI+joMi+j  
by the maximality of j. All that remains to show is that Aj+~ o Mj+t  < A i+j o Mi+j. 
This asks for another careful analysis. 
IfMj+ t = 1, then Ai+j ° M~+j >1 Ai+j >t A j+ 1 = A j+ 1 ° Mj+ 1. Thus, we may assume 
that Mj+ t # 1. Write St(A j+l) = w, wb and St(A~+j) = w~wc(with Wa, Wb,Wc ~ P*), 
where wa is their longest common left factor. Define A = ~p(wa), B= tp(Wb) and 
C = ~o(wc). 
As Mj+ 1 has no position dependent upon those ofAi+j  = A o C(because Mj+ t and 
A~+j are not connected to one another), the same is true for Mj+ 1 with A. Moreover, 
any piece of min(Mj+ t) must be dependent upon a piece of A j+ t = A ° ~. Therefore, 
0 # n(min(Mj+ 1)) ___ ~(B). 
Hence, B # 1. But St(A)St(B) = St(A j+ 1) ~< St(Ai+j) = St(A)St(C), so we have: 
B<~ C. 
Let b (respectively c) be the first letter of St(B) = wb (respectively St(C) = we). We 
have b ~< c. In fact, b < c, due to the maximality of lw .I. Considering Proposition 1.4.4, 
we can write St (A j+ loMj+~)=St(Ao(BoMj+t) )=St (A)St (BoMj+t)=w~b. . .  
('...' stands for other irrelevant letters), while St(A~+joM~+j)>~St(A~+j)= 
St(A)St(C) = w~c ... Comparing these two results, we attain our goal again. [] 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let L, ME oL~' with M > L and inf(M) e ((L). Then L o M e Z~' and 
L<LoM<M.  
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Proof. Let p = rc(min(M)) = inf(M). As M > L, p >~ inf(L). If p > inf(L), the corol- 
lary is true by Proposition 2.2.1. Ifp = inf(L), then L and Mare both Lyndon words in 
the alphabet of super-letters of basis p. The corollary now follows from a standard 
result in the theory of Lyndon words. [] 
2.3. Standard factor&ation 
The standard factorization a(w) of a non-empty word w is defined by a(w) = (m, n), 
where m and n are non-empty words such that w = mn and where n is a Lyndon word 
of maximal length. Equally, n is also the minimal Lyndon word that is a proper ight 
factor of w. We examine now the corresponding concept in the context of heaps. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let E e 7t~(P,() with I EI/> 2. There is a unique 
E = F o N such that: 
(1) F # 1, 
(2) Ne  £~', 
(3) N is minimal (for the lexicographical order on heaps). 
We define Z(E)= (F,N) and call it the standardfactorization fF.. 
factorization 
For any heap E with [El >/2, there is always a (finite) positive number of Lyndon 
proper right factors. For instance, any piece p e max(E) will do. As these factors are 
totally ordered, the definition makes sense. The remainder of this section shows that 
standard factorization of heaps shares many properties with standard factorization of 
words. However, we warn the reader that if S(E)  = (F, N), then N is not necessarily 
the Lyndon proper right factor of maximal cardinality. Indeed, there could be many 
Lyndon proper right factors of maximal cardinality (e.g., the pyramid a o b o c where 
b and c commute; then b and c both are Lyndon proper right factors of maximal 
cardinality). This criterion cannot define a unique standard factorization. 
First, we show that standard factorization gives an algorithm to find the Lyndon 
factorization of heaps. 
Proposition 2.3.2. Let E6Yg(P , ( )  with Lyndon factorization E= L~ °L  2 . . . . .  Lk 
where L ie~ (for l<~i<~k) and L1 >~'">~Lk. I f  k>~2, then Z(E)= 
(LI o L2 . . . . .  Lk- 1, Lk). 
Proof. Write S(E)= (F,N). Observe that Lk >>-N. Define n = inf(N), li = inf(Li) 
(i = 1,2 ..... k) so that 11 >1 ... >~ lk >~ n. But lk = inf(Lk) = inf(E) ~< n. Hence, lk = n. 
The Lyndon heap Nmust then be a right factor of L~ . . . . .  Lk for some maximal integer 
i such that l~ . . . . .  lk = n. Write N = V o L~ + 1 . . . . .  Lk with Li = U o V. Thus, Li ~< V 
and V <~ V°(Li+ I . . . . .  Lk) = N ~ Lk <~ Li. We conclude that N = Lk. [] 
Corollary 2.3.3. Let E e Yt~(P, () with [E[ >~ 2 and Z(E) = (F, N), then E e ~ iff E < N. 
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Proof. Obvious from Proposition 2.1.8 and Proposition 2.3.2 with the fact that 
Lk <~ L1 <~ E. [] 
Next, we show that the standard factorization of heaps operates efficiently with 
respect o standard words. 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let E e ~(P , ( )  with IEI >~ 2 and S(E) = (F, N), then 
St(E) = St(F)St(N). 
Proof. Let p = inf(F) and n = inf(N) = sup(min(N)). If n <~ p, then the result follows 
from Proposition 1.4.3. Suppose that n > p. Let D be the pyramid of E determined by 
max(re- 1(p)). Then D is a super-letter of basis p. Thus, D e ~p and D < N. This 
contradicts the minimality of N unless D is not a proper factor of E. Hence D = E and 
we can write E = p o Mo N for some heap M. Observe that n(m) >/n, for any piece 
m e M o N, as the basis of N must be minimal among lt(M o N). Thus, n ~< inf(M) and 
we have, again by Proposition 1.4.3: 
St(E) = pSt(MoN) = pSt(M)St(N) = St(poM)St(N) = St(F)St(N). [] 
Lemma 2.3.5. Let E e o~f(P,() with IEI/> 2. Then Z(E) = (F,N) /ff a(St(E)) = (St(F), 
St(N)). 
Proof. Let Z(E) = (F,N) and a(St(E)) = (f, n) with f, n ~ P*. As St(E) =fn, we have 
E = tp(f)o tp(n). The word n is a standard Lyndon word in P*; thus tp(n) is a Lyndon 
heap. Definition of standard factorization of heaps gives N ~< q~(n), so St(N) <~ n. In 
a similar way, E = Fo N; which implies St(E) = St(F)St(N) where St(N) is a Lyndon 
word of P*. Minimality of n gives n ~< St(N). Thus n = St(N) and f= St(F). [] 
From the last proposition, we deduce the following results. 
Proposition 2.3.6. Let M E Sf ~ with IM I~2.  I f  Z(M) = (L,N), then L 6 Sf p, 
L < M < N and inf(N) e ((L). 
Proof. Clearly, L < L o N = M < N. Because M is an admissible pyramid, (1) L is an 
admissible pyramid with the same basis p and (2) inf(N) = rc(min(N)) e ((L). Let us 
show that L 6 £P. By Lemma 2.3.5, tr(St(M)) = (St(L), St(N)). But St(M) is a Lyndon 
word in P*. By Lyndon words theory, we know that St(L) is Lyndon. Hence, L is 
Lyndon. 
Corollary 2.3.7. Let Ee  9~(P,O with I EI >~ 2. Let E(E)= (F,N). Write 
p = sup(min(E)) and E = p o E'. Then inf(N) = inf(E'). 
Proof. We know, from Lemma 2.3.5, that g(St(E)) = tr(pSt(E')) = (St(F), St(N)). But 
the first letter of St(N) (which is inf(N)) must be the minimal etter of St(E'); otherwise, 
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we could extract (from St(E')) a Lyndon right factor (in fact, a super-letter) whose first 
letter is less than inf(N). [] 
Corollary 2.3.8. Let E e ~(P , ( )  with [E[ i> 2. Let ,Y,(E) = (F,N). Then E is a super- 
letter iff inf(N) > inf(E). 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
Those familiar with Lyndon words will remember the following result. 'Let w,f, n be 
words such that tr(w) = (f, n). I fm is a Lyndon word with m ~< n, then a(wm) = (w,m).' 
The result is used to prove that the standard bracketing of Lyndon words gives a basis 
of the corresponding free Lie algebra (see [13]). Naturally, we envision a similar 
program in the partially commutative case. However, a direct generalization to heaps 
of this result is false. For instance, let P = {a < b < c} and suppose b commutes with 
a and with c. Let L = a oc, then Z(L)=(a ,c ) .  But S(Lob)= X(aocob)= 
~(b o a o c) = (b, a o c) # (L, b). However, we can recover an attenuated version that will 
be sufficient for its principal purpose, the construction of the Lyndon basis of the free 
partially commutative Lie algebra (see [12]). Duchamp and Krob [8] have 
also considered and solved this question of Lyndon bases using a more algebraic 
approach. 
Proposition 2.3.9. Let Ee  ~f(P,~) with IEI/> 2 and Z(E)= (F,N). Let Me g '  with 
inf(M) ~ ((E). Then ,Y,(Eo M)  = (E, M)  iff g <~ N. 
Proof. Suppose M~< N. Let Z ' (EoM)= (U, V). Then V~.Le and V~< M~< N. Let 
V = V1 o I/2 where VI is the part of V that belongs to E and lie is the part of V that 
belongs to M. We have VI ~< V ~< M ~< N. 
Suppose that V1 # 1. Observe that V~ is a proper right factor of E; otherwise, 
V1 = E and V = E o M (because V is a right factor of Eo M and zr(min(M)) • ((E)). 
Let V1 = L I°L2 . . . . .  Lk (k >1 1) be the Lyndon factorization of Vt. Then 
Lk <. L1 <~ VI <~ V <~ M <~ N. But Lk is a proper Lyndon right factor of E. Hence, 
N <~ LR, so N = Lk = LI = VI = V = M. Thus, V2=land V l (=N)  isnotconnec-  
ted to N. This is possible only if V1 = N = 1, a contradiction. Consequently, VI = 1 
and V = V:. If V is a proper right factor of M, then V > M; a contradiction. We 
conclude that V = M. 
Conversely, assume S(Eo M) = (E,M). Suppose that M > N. Let m = inf(M) and 
n = inf(N). We have m >~ n. If m > n, then we can find a super-letter L ~ dn  that is 
a proper right factor of Eo M. This contradicts the minimality of M. Thus m = n. By 
corollary 2.2.2, No M is a proper Lyndon right factor of E o M with No M < M. This is 
a contradiction. [] 
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